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Ellie Martinson awakes to a nightmare of terror: She is naked, chained to the floor in a dungeon, subjected to
continuous torment by her silent captor. As the days and weeks pass by, it becomes clear to Ellie that she is
being trained to be a sex slave! She tries to resist, but finds herself being drawn into the lifestyle. When she
is finally sold to a new master, she is conditioned to obey and allows herself to be used and degraded without
complaint. But hope appears in the form of her new master's son, an ex-Marine who is visiting his father. She
begins to reawaken her old self and finds he's responding to her as well. But he's reluctant to defy his father.
Can love flower under such impossible circumstances?Reader Advisory: This story contains extreme subject
matter (kidnapping, coercion).
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From reader reviews:

Keiko Whitchurch:

The book Darkest Hour can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. So why must we leave a good thing like a book Darkest Hour? A number of you have a different
opinion about e-book. But one aim that will book can give many facts for us. It is absolutely suitable. Right
now, try to closer together with your book. Knowledge or facts that you take for that, you can give for each
other; you could share all of these. Book Darkest Hour has simple shape nevertheless, you know: it has great
and massive function for you. You can search the enormous world by wide open and read a e-book. So it is
very wonderful.

Linda Pinkerton:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you, why because this Darkest Hour book written by well-known
writer whose to say well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who read the book. Written
throughout good manner for you, dripping every ideas and publishing skill only for eliminate your current
hunger then you still skepticism Darkest Hour as good book not merely by the cover but also with the
content. This is one reserve that can break don't assess book by its protect, so do you still needing a different
sixth sense to pick this!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already told you so why you have to
listening to another sixth sense.

Kathryn Robinson:

This Darkest Hour is great e-book for you because the content that is full of information for you who all
always deal with world and also have to make decision every minute. This book reveal it details accurately
using great plan word or we can point out no rambling sentences included. So if you are read it hurriedly you
can have whole information in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but difficult core
information with wonderful delivering sentences. Having Darkest Hour in your hand like obtaining the world
in your arm, facts in it is not ridiculous a single. We can say that no book that offer you world throughout ten
or fifteen second right but this reserve already do that. So , this is good reading book. Hello Mr. and Mrs.
occupied do you still doubt that will?

Terry Hollis:

Many people spending their moment by playing outside having friends, fun activity using family or just
watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to pay your whole day by looking at a book. Ugh,
do you think reading a book can definitely hard because you have to bring the book everywhere? It ok you
can have the e-book, bringing everywhere you want in your Touch screen phone. Like Darkest Hour which is
having the e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's observe.
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